1. Applicant information

First name: ANDREA
Last name: FRIDEGOTTO
Nationality: VENEZUELAN
Country of residence: VENEZUELA
Date of birth: NOVERMBER 9TH, 1994
Gender: FEMALE
Region: AMERICA
Organisation: MOVIMIENTO ECOLOGICO DE VENEZUELA (VENEZUELA’S
ECOLOGICAL MOVEMENT)
Email: andreafridegotto@gmail.com
Skype name: andrea.fride

For the following three questions you should make reference to the first page of this
document, which outlines some details of the Steering Committee role and also
some of the required skills.

2. Experience
Currently, I am the former international affairs advisor of the Venezuelan Green
Party, I got graduated from International Relations in Caracas, and has
developed conferences, discussions, debates about green policies in my country,
trying to promote the awareness of these issues in a country where doesn’t exist
any culture of recycling, green principles nor idea of freedom nor democracy.
I was also involved in many years in the making and coordination of Models of
United Nations in Venezuela and abroad, when I discussed a lot of these topics.
Although this is my first Global Green Congress, I feel pretty comfortable in here
because I’m defeating the green mission of my country and applying the
knowledge I learnt since I was in high school.

3. Motivation to join the SC
First of all, my motivation lies in the fact that we don’t only need an American
representation, but I would really like to be part of this an demonstrating how
the people of my country can use their voice to be heard, so the greeners
around the globe can be aware of what’s going on in my region and in my
country.

And because I personally believe I can take this international responsibility
and have good relationships around the world, and I am goo to create bridges
among people and different cultures, and that’s exactly what we need to be
the change we want to see in the world.

4. How do you want to help develop GYG?
We have to review how the GYG have been doing their labour, and to keep calling and searching for
other Global Young people which country doesn’t have the possibility of speaking their voice out loud,
and the more international representation we have, the most democratic and plural could be all the
Global Young Greeners in the world.
Also providing all the information and education about ecological problems worldwide and how
they’re affecting their own populations so we can do a better work with the knowledge of what we are
really fighting against.
Specially, with the use of social media and the press that we are really pretty good at, and it’s a method
that let is spread easily and faster all the information and support we need and also, the one that we can
give to others.

